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boasting an all-star cast that includes the rolling stones' ronnie wood, brian may, paul mccartney and
eric clapton, as well as david gilmour, the zombies' rod argent, and roxy music's phil manzanera, head
first was a massive hit in the uk, and it was followed by the top-selling album inside out, which included

the hit singles "everyday i love you less & less" and "new york city boy". by the time the band's third and
final album, that's the way, was released in march 1993, the band's star was in full ascendancy, and the
album debuted at #1 in the uk. this ep is a collection of 10 live tracks from the headlining set at the sold-

out electric ballroom in camden, london, on october 2, 1994. these previously unreleased recordings
were released exclusively as part of record store day in october 2018. titled electric ballroom 1994, this
ep features tracks from headliners the rolling stones, pixies, the breeders, happy mondays and the alan

parsons project. the electric ballroom is known for its acoustics and also has one of the largest dance
floors in the country. this is the first time that these recordings have been released on vinyl, all of which
were recorded and mixed by charlie grimes. the ep was pressed on black vinyl and features a download
card that includes a digital download of the live album. released the year that guns n' roses' use your

illusion was released, this cd-r contained the original recording of the song and a cassette tape with the
band's chat. the image was taken from the original demo/master tape. the band had only intended for

this project to be released as a 2x12" ep, but the tape was a hit and would eventually be released on the
album. in 2006, the band released the single for the song "mr.
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